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1. Writing 

Write a paragraph of about 150 word about one topic of the following: 
A)  “advantages of working in a team”. // B) “The life and achievements of your role model".  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2. Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
Google is the most popular Internet search engine in the world. It was invented by two students, Larry 
Page and Sergey Brin. They met in 1995, when they were both studying computer science at Stanford 
University, USA. They were also both fans of the science fiction TV Programme Star Trek, and they loved 
the spaceship Computer. They dreamed of producing something that could also answer any question in 
seconds. Internet search engines at the time were slow and gave many websites that weren't useful. In 
January 1996, Page and Brin decided to make a better and faster search engine. They thought the results 
should be based on the popularity of each website-the most Popular ones have the highest number of 
“weblinks”(links to other websites) Nobody would give them money for their project,so they used their 
credit cards and bought as much computer memory as possible. They also borrowed money from family 
and friends. Then, in 1998, they were given a cheque for $100, 000, and they started their own company. 
Their Erst office was in a friend's garage! The company name Google comes from mathematics. A googol 
is a very high number 1 followed by a hundred zeros. The Google search engine was soon used by 
thousands of people worldwide because it was fast, easy and accurate. By 2002 it was the biggest search 
engine on the Internet. Now, more questions have been answered by Google than any other Internet 
service, from sport to science, and from music to medicine. Google hopes that in the future all the world's 
information will be put on the Internet, so that everybody can find everything. 

A) Answer the following questions:  

1. How long did it take to develop Google? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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2. What were the problems in the beginning? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. How useful is Google now? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. What could happen with it in the future? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B) Choose the correct answer: 

1. In _____ search engines were slow and gave many websites that weren't useful. 

a) 2002  b) 1996   c) 1998   d) 1995 

2. A ________ is a very big number. 

a) trillion      b) zillion   c) google   d) googol 

3. Google was _______ by two students. 

a) discovered  b) invented  c) explored   d) develop 

C) Put ( T ) for the true sentence and ( F ) for the false one: 

1. They named their company over a popular number in mathematics.  ( ………..… ) 

2. Both Lary and Sergey got a cheque for $100,000 in 1997.    ( ………..… ) 

3. Google is considered the first internet search engine.               ( ………..… ) 

 

3. Grammar: 
A) Choose the correct answer: 

1. We _______the bus every morning at 6 AM. 

a. catching                    b. catch   c. caught  d. are catching 

2. More and more students _________ apartments to save money these days. 

a. sharing         b. were shared  c. are sharing  d. is sharing 

3. I forgot to call the client,_______ I sent her an e mail. 

a. but                    b. and              c. so              d. yet 

4.  _____ you finished your homework? 

a. Have                              b. Has                         c. Had   d. Have been 

5. When I was a child, I_______ dream of being a very famous doctor. 

a. used         b. will                        c. would                       d. want 

6. The Earth___________ around the Sun. 

a. had revolved        b. revolved   c. revolves   d. revolve 

7. I knew that my bother _________to be a great success. 

a. going         b. was going   c. is going   d. were going 

8. How long __________ since you first started experiencing these symptoms? 

a. it have been        b. have it been   c. it has been  d. has it been 

 

B) Do as shown between brackets: 

1. Did you meet a real football player?                                                              (Use: ever) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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2. I had stayed in London before.                                                                    (Use: never) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

C) Read the following sentences and correct the underlined words: 

1. In July next year, you will have studied for three years.  ……………………. 

2. The plane taken off at 11:00 PM tonight.                           ……………………. 

 

 

4. Vocabulary 
A) Complete the following sentences using the suitable word from the box below : 

 
requirements / enormous / compensates / valuable / not my cup of tea / restrictions 

 

1.  I don’t mind cleaning, but cooking is really__________ . 

2. His enthusiasm _______  for his lack of skill. 

3. He made many _______ contributions to the field of science.  

4. She has fulfilled the general __________ of the course. 

 

B) Choose the correct answer a, b or c: 

1- The children were ________  by a few teens, who sat in one corner laughing and talking. 

a)watch    b) detected   c)  monitored  d) take care 

2.  He was so tall there was a _______ difference in their height. 

a) last   b) vast   c) past   d) enormous 

3. most of the country’s budget was spent on ______, roads, other public works and education. 

a) sanitation  b) sanitationary  c) cleaning  d) gatherings 

4. There was an _________that could be seen from Jeddah last week. 

a) aestroid  b) solar   c) lunar  d) eclipse 

5. Each planet ________ the sun on its own invisible path. 

a) spin             b) circulate   c)  orbits  d) circuits 

6. In tropical waters, many _________ snakes could be found. 

a) whales   b) poisonous   c) friendly  d)sharks 

7. The offices are ready for  _____. 

a) working              b) speak   c) jobs  d) occupation 

8.  I don't think our________ will survive what is coming 

a)  friendship   b) relations   c) gniwonk  d)similarities 

 

Finished 

With my best wishes  
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